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Abstract
Effective human-robot collaboration (HRC) requires exten-
sive communication among the human and robot teammates,
because their actions can potentially produce conflicts, syner-
gies, or both. In this paper, we develop an augmented reality-
driven, negotiation-based (ARN) framework for HRC, where
ARN supports planning-phase negotiations within human-
robot teams through a novel AR-based interface. We have
conducted experiments in an office environment, where mul-
tiple mobile robots work on delivery tasks. The robots could
not complete the tasks on their own, but sometimes need help
from their human teammate, rendering human-robot collabo-
ration necessary. From the experimental results, we observe
that ARN significantly reduced the human-robot team’s task
completion time in comparison to a non-AR baseline. A demo
video is available: https://youtu.be/Tf1YmH2akdQ
1 Introduction
Robots are increasingly ubiquitous in everyday environ-
ments, but few of them collaborate or even communicate
with people in their work time. For instance, the work zones
for Amazon’s warehouse robots and people are completely
separated in their fulfillment centers, and there is no di-
rect human-robot communication at runtime except for ob-
ject handovers or people wearing a “Tech Vest” (Wurman,
D’Andrea, and Mountz 2008). Another notable example is
the Relay robots from Savioke that have completed more
than 300k deliveries in hotels, hospitals, and logistics fa-
cilities (Ivanov, Webster, and Berezina 2017). Their robots
work in human presence, but the human-robot interaction
does not go beyond avoiding each other as obstacles until the
moment of delivery. Despite the significant achievements in
multi-agent systems (Wooldridge 2009), human-robot col-
laboration (HRC), as a kind of multi-agent system, is still
rare in practice.
Augmented Reality (AR) focuses on overlaying infor-
mation in an augmented layer over the real environment
to make objects interactive (Azuma et al. 2001). On the
one hand, AR has promising applications in robotics, and
people can visualize the state of the robot in a visually
enhanced form while giving feedback at runtime (Green
et al. 2007). On the other hand, there are a number of
collaboration algorithms developed for multiagent systems
(MAS) (Wooldridge 2009; Stone and Veloso 2000), where
a human-robot team is a kind of MAS. Despite the exist-
ing research on AR in robotics and multiagent systems, few
have leveraged AR for HRC (see Section 2). In this work,
we develop an augmented reality-driven, negotiation-based
(ARN) framework for HRC problems, where ARN for the
first time enables spatially-distant, human-robot teammates
to iteratively communicate preferences and constraints to-
ward effective collaborations.
The AR interface of ARN enables the human teammate
to visualize the robots’ current status (e.g., their current lo-
cations) as well as the planned motion trajectories. For in-
stance, a human user might “see through” a heavy door
(via AR) and find a robot waiting for him/her to open the
door. Moreover, ARN also supports people giving feedback
to the robots’ current plans. For instance, if the user is too
busy to help on the door, he/she can indicate “I cannot open
the door for you in three minutes” using ARN. Accord-
ingly, the robots will incorporate such human feedback for
re-planning, and see if it makes sense to work on something
else and come back after three minutes. The AR interface is
particularly useful in environments with challenging visibil-
ity, such as the indoor environments of offices, warehouses,
and homes, because the human might frequently find it im-
possible to directly observe the robots’ status due to occlu-
sions.
ARN has been implemented and evaluated with a human-
robot collaborative delivery task in an indoor office environ-
ment. Both human participants and robots are assigned non-
transferable tasks. Experimental results suggest that ARN
significantly reduced people’s task completion time, while
significantly improving the efficiency of human-robot col-
laboration in overall task completion time.
2 Related Work
When humans and robots work in a shared environment,
it is vital that they communicate with each other to avoid
conflicts, leverage complementary capabilities, and facilitate
the smooth accomplishment of tasks. However, humans and
robots prefer different modalities for communication. While
humans employ natural language, body language, gestures,
written communication, etc., the robots need information in
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Figure 1: Key components of our ARN framework: Visualizer and Restrictor for visualizing robot’s intention (for people) and
collecting human feedback (for robots) respectively, and Planner for computing one action sequence for each robot.
a digital form, e.g., text-based commands. Researchers de-
veloped algorithms to bridge the human-robot communica-
tion gap using natural language (Tellex et al. 2011; Chai et
al. 2014; Thomason et al. 2015; Matuszek et al. 2013; Amiri
et al. 2019) and vision (Waldherr, Romero, and Thrun 2000;
Nickel and Stiefelhagen 2007; Yang, Park, and Lee 2007).
Despite those successes, AR has its unique advantages in el-
evating coordination through communicating spatial infor-
mation, e.g., through which door a robot is coming into a
room and how (i.e., the planned trajectory), when people
and robots share a physical environment (Azuma 1997). We
use an AR-driven interface for human-robot collaboration,
where the human can directly visualize and interact with the
robots’ planned actions.
One way of delivering spatial information related to the
local environment is through projecting the robot’s state
and motion intent to humans using visual cues (Park and
Kim 2009; Watanabe et al. 2015; Reinhart, Vogl, and Kresse
2007). For instance, researchers used an LED projector at-
tached to the robot to show its planned motion trajectory,
allowing the human partner to respond to the robot’s plan to
avoid possible collisions (Chadalavada et al. 2015). While
such systems facilitate human-robot communication about
spatial information, they have the requirement that the hu-
man must be in close proximity to the robot. Also, bi-
directional communication is difficult in projection-based
systems. We develop our AR-based framework that inherits
the benefits of spatial information from the projection-based
systems while alleviating the proximity requirement and en-
abling bi-directional communication.
Early research on AR-based human-robot interaction
(HRI) has enabled a human operator to interactively plan,
and optimize robot trajectories (Milgram et al. 1993). More
recently, researchers have developed frameworks to help hu-
man operators to visualize the motion-level intentions of
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) using AR (Walker et al.
2018; Hedayati, Walker, and Szafir 2018). In another line of
research, people used an AR interface to help humans vi-
sualize a robot arm’s planned actions in the car assembly
tasks (Amor et al. 2018). However, the communication of
those systems is unidirectional, i.e., their methods only con-
vey the robot’s intention to the human but do not support the
communication the other way around. Our ARN framework
supports bi-directional communication toward effective col-
laborations.
Most relevant to this paper is a system that supports a hu-
man user to visualize the robot’s sensory information, and
planned trajectories, while allowing the robot to prompt in-
formation as well as asking questions through an AR inter-
face (Muhammad et al. 2019; Cheli et al. 2018). In com-
parison to their work, our ARN framework supports human-
multi-robot collaboration, where the robots collaborate with
both robot and human teammates. More importantly, our
robots are equipped with the task (re)planning capability,
which enables the robots to respond to human feedback by
adjusting their task completion strategy. Our robots’ task
planning capability enables negotiation and collaboration
behaviors within human-robot teams.
3 The ARN Framework
Multi-agent systems require the agents, including humans
and robots, to extensively communicate with each other, be-
cause of the inter-dependency among the agents’ actions.
The inter-dependency can be in the form of state con-
straints, action synergies, or both. We introduce augmented
reality-driven, negotiation-based (ARN) framework to en-
able multi-turn, bi-directional communication between hu-
man and robot teammates, and iterative “negotiation” toward
the most effective human-robot collaboration behaviors.
Fig. 1 shows an overview of ARN that consists of the fol-
lowing components:
• Planner generates a symbolic plan for each robot, where
each plan is in the form of an action sequence, and each
action is further implemented using a motion trajectory.
The set of generated motion trajectories (for N robots) is
passed on to Visualizer.
• Visualizer converts the robot’s motion trajectories into vi-
sualizable trajectories that are overlaid in the real world
using the AR interface. Based on the visualization of
robot plans, the human might want to share his/her feed-
back with the robots.
• Restrictor processes human feedback and passes it as con-
straints to Planner. The constraints (the symbolic form of
human feedback) are then used for computing plans for
the robots, closing the control loop.
Negotiation: We use the term of “negotiation” to refer to the
process of the agents of human-robot teams iteratively con-
sidering other agents’ plans, and accordingly adjusting their
own plans. For example, consider that the robots have a joint
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Figure 2: AR interface on a mobile device, including the tra-
jectory markers and robot avatars for visualizing robot sta-
tus, and the interactive buttons for collecting human feed-
back.
plan (P ) at time step t1, where a joint plan includes a set
of plans for N robots. Each plan corresponds to one robot,
and includes a sequence of symbolic actions. P is commu-
nicated with the human, and the human visualizes the robot
plans with the help of the AR interface. The human shares
his/her feedback (H) with the robot teammates at time step
t2. The human feedback will be incorporated into the task
planner, and used for re-planning for the robot teammates,
where the newly generated plans can be (again) visualized
through the AR interface. Within the ARN framework, our
AR interface and task planner enable the human-robot team
to “negotiate” toward collaborative behaviors.
3.1 Planner
We use an Answer Set Programming (ASP)-based task plan-
ner to generate plans for the team of robots. ASP is a popular
declarative language for knowledge representation and rea-
soning (KRR) (Gelfond and Kahl 2014; Lifschitz 2008), and
has been applied to a variety of planning problems (Lifschitz
2002; Yang et al. 2014; Erdem, Gelfond, and Leone 2016),
including robotics (Erdem and Patoglu 2018). ASP is partic-
ularly useful for robot task planning in domains that include
a large number of objects (Jiang et al. 2019b). We formu-
late five actions in our domain: approach, opendoor,
gothrough, load, and unload. For instance,
open(D,I+1):− opendoor(D,I).
states that executing action opendoor(D,I) causes the
door D to be open at the next step. More generally, an ASP
rule reads that, if the body (the right side of a rule) is true,
then the head (the left side) is true.
A constraint in ASP is a logical rule with the rule’s “head”
being empty. For instance,
:− opendoor(D,I), not facing(D,I).
states that the robot cannot execute the opendoor(D) ac-
tion if it is not facing door D at step I.
Let us consider an example scenario, where a robot is at
room R1 and wants to go to room R2, given that rooms R1
and R2 are connected through door D1. The following shows
an example plan for the robot:
approach(D1,0).
opendoor(D1,1).
gothrough(D1,2).
which indicates that the robot should first approach door D1,
then open door D1, and finally go through the door at step
I=2. Planner computes one such plan for each robot.
Building on the above-mentioned single-robot task plan-
ner, we use an algorithm called IIDP (iterative inter-
dependent planning) to compute joint plans for robot
teams (Jiang et al. 2019a), where IIDP is a very efficient
(though sub-optimal) multi-robot planning algorithm. As a
result, the ASP-based multi-robot task planner takes as in-
put a set of constraints from human feedback as well as the
robots’ tasks, and produces a plan set (P ) for the robot team,
where each plan is in the form of a sequence of actions.
3.2 Visualizer
Visualizer receives a set of motion plans along with the live
locations of the individual robots as input. These plans con-
tain trajectories, each in the form of a list of 2D coordinates,
generated by a motion planner. The live locations of robots
are the robots’ x and y coordinates specifying their current
location in the environment. Visualizer converts these trajec-
tories and live locations to spatially visualizable objects in
the augmented environment. To further improve the user ex-
perience, we add in robot avatars that follow the trajectories
with animations. Our AR interface runs on mobile devices,
such as smart phones, and tablet computers.
Fig. 2 shows the three robot avatars in different colors
(blue, green and red), as well as the trajectory markers that
represent the motion trajectories of the three robots.
3.3 Restrictor
Restrictor allows humans to share their feedback using the
AR interface. Fig. 2 shows the interactive buttons (2-min and
4-min) which can be used by humans to communicate their
feedback to the robots. Consider an example where robots
and humans share a common resource, e.g., a screwdriver,
on which the human and robot counterparts compete so as to
accomplish their individual tasks. If the human wants to halt
a common resource for a specific time, the human can con-
vey this information to the robots, then Planner can utilize
this information to re-plan based on this human feedback.
Restrictor converts the human feedback, which in its origi-
nal form cannot be interpreted by Planner, into a format that
can be directly processed by computer programs.
Looking into our Restrictor, we define two categories of
tasks, including long-duration tasks (∆L) and short duration
tasks (∆S). It should be noted that, in order to accomplish
their tasks, robots need to get help from their human team-
mate, and hence robots’ task completions largely rely on
human availability. If the human clicks the 2-min button to
specify that he/she expects to be available in two minutes,
then the tasks from ∆L are eliminated from the goal spec-
ification. Similarly, if the 4-min button is clicked, the tasks
from ∆S are eliminated from the goal specification.
Consider there are two tasks of picking objects O1 and O2
where picking object O1 is a long duration task and picking
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Figure 3: A human participant playing the Jigsaw game alongside our AR interface running on a tablet computer (Left);
Turtlebot-2 platforms used in the experiments (Middle), and our domain map, including the three “loading” locations, and base
station B (Right).
Algorithm 1 ARN Framework
Input: S, a set of N states, and, G, a set of N goals (N > 1)
Output: P : [p1, p2, · · · , pN ]
1: Initialize human feedback H as ∅
2: F =M(H), where F is global array that stores the constrained
resources interpreted from H .
3: for each i ∈ {0, 1, · · · , N -1} do
4: P [i]= p, where si
p−→ gi and P is a global array, and P [i]
stores the plan for (i+ 1)th robot
5: end for
6: Thread ConstraintChecker = checkConstraints()
7: for each i ∈ {0, 1, · · · , N -1} do
8: Thread Ti = executePlans(pi)
9: end for
O2 is a short duration task. In case that the goal of the robot
is to pick up both objects and store them into base station,
the goal specification for Planner can be given as follows:
:− not located(O1,base station,n-1).
:− not located(O2,base station,n-1).
Planner will generate a symbolic plan based on the goal
specification. If the human clicks the 4-min button, the Re-
strictor component will generate a new goal specification
with only the tasks in ∆L, as shown below:
:− not located(O1,base station,n-1).
Since human expects to be available in four minutes, the
tasks from ∆S will require the robot to wait for human
counterpart. Such waiting reduces the efficiency of overall
human-robot teams. Hence the elimination of tasks ensures
that the robot plans do not involve tasks that contradict hu-
man feedback. The tasks in ∆S are only added to the goal
specification once the time specified by the human feedback
has elapsed, which in this case is four minutes.
Table 1: Global variables in ARN for multi-threading
Variable name Description
P An array that stores the plans of N robots.
F An array that stores the constrained resources.
Algorithm 2 Procedure checkConstraints()
1: while Robots still have pending tasks do
2: Check if new human feedback (H) is obtained.
3: ifH is not NULL then
4: F = M(H), where F stores the constrained resources
interpreted from H .
5: end if
6: end while
Algorithm 3 Procedure executePlans(pi)
1: while robot i did not reach goal do
2: pˆi = argminpi
(
C(P, F )
)
, where si
pi−→ gi, P is the global
array that stores plans of all robot teammates, and F is a
global array that stores the constrained resources
3: if pˆi != pi then
4: Replace pi with pˆi
5: else
6: Robot carries out actions from plan pi
7: end if
8: end while
3.4 Algorithms of ARN
ARN framework generates plans for all the robots while
taking human feedback into account as constraints. We use
multi-threading in ARN to ensure that the robots execute
their plans in parallel. Table 1 lists the global variables that
are shared by the threads in ARN.
Algorithm 1 considers the current states (S) and goal
states (G) of all the robots as input. The output of Al-
gorithm 1 is a list of symbolic plans stored in P , where
pi corresponds to the plan of the ith robot, where i ∈
{1, 2, · · · , N}.
ARN initializes the human feedback (H) in Line 1, which
is then used for populating F (a global array that stores the
constrained resources interpreted from H). In Line 2, our
Constraint Extractor function M converts human feedback
H into F , a set of symbolic constraints. Next, we enter a for-
loop with N iterations (Lines 3-5), where N corresponds to
the number of robots. This for-loop is responsible for gen-
erating initial plans for N robots by considering the initial
and goal states (S and G). In Line 6, we start a new thread,
(a) (b) (c)
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Figure 4: Milestone moments of three robots conducting delivery tasks: (a-c) show different numbers of robots waiting outside
the door from third-person point of view; and (d-f) show the corresponding visualization through the AR interface.
called ConstraintChecker, which executes the procedure
of Algorithm 2. Finally, ARN starts another for-loop with
N iterations for initializing N threads for executing the N
robots’ plans in parallel. In particular, each thread runs an
instance of executeP lans procedure, as detailed in Algo-
rithm 3.
Algorithm 2 includes a while-loop that continuously
checks if new human feedback becomes available through
our AR interface. It runs in the background until all
the robots have completed their tasks. When the hu-
man provides the feedback through the AR interface,
ConstraintChecker (the thread name of Algorithm 2) uses
the operation of M to convert human feedback H into F , a
set of constraints that can be directly processed by our task
planner.
Algorithm 3 continuously monitors whether each robot’s
plan has been modified by Planner, and updates the robot’s
current plan on an as-needed basis. At runtime, this algo-
rithm is executed on separate threads. The while-loop con-
tinues until the robot (one thread for each robot) reaches its
goal state. In every iteration, it first generates a plan pˆi using
the C function, whose input includes the current plans of all
robots (P ), and a list of constrained resources (F ). Here, pi
corresponds to the ith entry of P . Function C generates a
conditionally optimal plan pˆi for the ith robot, where its op-
timality is conditioned on the current plans of its teammates.
It should be noted that the operation of argmin requires a
symbolic task planner for computing a sequence of actions
while minimizing the overall plan cost, and our ASP-based
task planner well supports this functionality. Line 3 checks
if the new plan (pˆi) and the current plan (pi) are the same for
the ith robot. If the new plan is different, the robot switches
to the new one; otherwise, it continues to work on the actions
of its current plan.
Algorithms 1-3 together enable the bi-directional commu-
nication within human-robot teams toward effective human-
robot collaboration, where our AR interface supports the vi-
sualization of the robots’ status and the incorporation of hu-
man feedback.
Figure 5: A screenshot of our Rviz-based baseline interface.
This interface shows the three robots’ current locations as
well as their planned trajectories toward their current navi-
gation goals.
4 Experimental Setup and Results
Experiments have been conducted to evaluate the following
two hypotheses: I) ARN improves the overall efficiency in
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Figure 6: Overall performance in task completion time using
ARN and a 2D visualization baseline interface (Rviz-based).
human-robot collaboration; and II) ARN produces a better
user experience for non-professional users. We use a base-
line of a standard 2D visualization of robot locations and
trajectories in our comparisons (detailed in Section 4.3).
4.1 Experimental Setup
Fig. 3 shows the setup of our experimental evaluations using
a human-robot collaborative task. A human user plays the
“Jigsaw” game on a computer (Left), while each of the three
Turtlebot-2 robots (Middle) needs to deliver three objects
from three different locations to a base station. The map of
this shared office environment is shown in Fig. 3 (c). This
delivery task requires human-robot collaboration, because
the robots need people to help open a door so as to unload
objects in the station. Since the robots do not have an arm,
they simply visit places instead of physically loading or un-
loading objects. All software runs on Robot Operating Sys-
tem (ROS) (Quigley et al. 2009), while door-related func-
tionalities were built on the BWI code base (Khandelwal et
al. 2017).
Hypothesis-I (collaboration efficiency) was evaluated
based on the metrics of human task completion time (TH ),
the robots’ total task completion time (
∑
i T
Ri ), and the sum
of the two. Hypothesis-II (user experience) was evaluated
based on questionnaires collected from human participants
using survey forms.
4.2 Illustrative Trial
Consider a complete illustrative trial. The human starts to
work on solving the Jigsaw puzzle, while at the same time
the robots start to navigate to the three locations to pick up
objects. Fig. 4 (a) shows the first robot (in red color) arriv-
ing at the station door. Correspondingly, Fig. 4 (d) shows a
screenshot of the AR interface through which the human
participant sees the (red) robot waiting outside and its in-
tention to get into the room (the red arrow markers). After
some time, the blue and green robots arrive at the door and
wait in a queue for entering the (base station).
While the robots are arriving at the door, the participant
was busy with solving the Jigsaw puzzle, e.g., Fig. 3 (a).
The participant kept tracking the status of the three robots
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Figure 7: Survey responses from participants collaborating
with a team of robots on delivery tasks.
through the AR interface. After all robots arrived, the partic-
ipant decided to get up and open the door for the robots.
While waiting outside, the red robot constantly monitored
the door status (open or not), because it was the first robot
in the queue. When the red robot detected the door being
opened, it entered the base station, followed by blue and
green robots. After “unloading” their objects in order, the
robots started to work on the delivery of other objects until
all robots finished their three-object delivery tasks.
4.3 Baseline
Without the AR interface of ARN, one can use a standard
2D visualization tool to track the status of the robot team.
Our baseline method builds on the visualization interface of
Rviz that has been widely used within the ROS community.1
Fig. 5 shows our baseline interface. The participants could
see the robots’ planned trajectories along with their locations
in a 2D map in Rviz on a laptop. With the live locations
of the robots, the participants could get the current status
of the robots, and accordingly decide if and when to help
the robots open the door. It should be noted that we inten-
tionally did not explain the details of the map to the (non-
professional) participants, e.g., how the rooms are connected
through doors. It is expected such explanations would help
participants better track the status of the robots, and we leave
such evaluations to future work.
4.4 Experimental Results
Fig. 6 shows the overall performance of ARN compared to
the baseline, where eleven participants (age 20-30) volun-
teered to participate in this experiment. The x-axis corre-
sponds to the human task completion time, and the y-axis
corresponds to the sum of the three robots’ task comple-
tion time in total, i.e., TR1 + TR2 + TR3. Each data point
corresponds to one participant experiment (using ARN or
baseline). The two ellipses show their 2D standard devia-
tions. We can see that the data points of ARN are close to
the bottom-left corner, which supports Hypothesis-I (ARN
improves the overall collaboration efficiency).
1http://wiki.ros.org/rviz
Looking into the results reported in Fig. 6, we calculated
the total time of each trial, i.e.,
T all = TH + TR1 + TR2 + TR3
where the p-value is 0.011 in the comparisons between ARN
and the baseline in overall task completion time (T all). This
shows that ARN performs significantly better than the base-
line in total task completion time.
At the end of each experimental trial, participants were
asked to fill out a survey form indicating their qualita-
tive opinion over the following items. The response choices
were: 1 (Strongly disagree), 2 (Somewhat disagree), 3 (Neu-
tral), 4 (Somewhat agree), and 5 (Strongly agree). The ques-
tions include: 1, The tasks were easy to understand; 2, It
was easy to keep track of robot status; 3, I could focus on
my task with minimal distraction from robot; 4, The task
was not mentally demanding (e.g., remembering, deciding,
thinking, etc.); and 5, I enjoyed working with the robot and
would like to use such a system in the future. It should be
noted that Q1 is a question aiming at confirming if the par-
ticipants understood the tasks, and is not directly relevant to
evaluating our hypotheses.
Fig. 7 shows the average scores from the human partici-
pant survey. Results show that ARN produced higher scores
on Questions Q2-Q5. Apart from the average points of the
individual questions, we also calculated the corresponding
p-values. We observe significant improvements on Q2, Q3,
and Q5 with the p-values of 6.01e-04, 4.51e-04, and 3.03e-
02 respectively. The significant improvements suggest that
ARN helps the participants keep track of the robot sta-
tus, is less distracting, and is more user-friendly to non-
professional participants. However, the improvement in Q4
was not significant, and one possible reason is that mak-
ing quantitative comparisons over the “mentally demand-
ing” level can be difficult for the participants due to the two
interfaces being very different by nature.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we introduce a novel augmented reality-driven,
negotiation-based framework, called ARN, for human-robot
collaboration tasks. The human and robot teammates work
on non-transferable tasks, while the robots have limited
capabilities and need human help at certain phases for
task completion. ARN enables human-robot negotiations
through visualizing robots’ current and planned actions
while incorporating human feedback into robot re-planning.
Experiments with human participants show that ARN signif-
icantly increased the overall efficiency of human-robot col-
laboration, in comparison to a 2D-visualization baseline.
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